Abstract. In this article we give a comprehensive treatment of a 'Clifford module flow' along paths in the skew-adjoint Fredholm operators on a real Hilbert space that takes values in KO * (R) via the Clifford index of Atiyah-Bott-Shapiro. We develop its properties for both bounded and unbounded skew-adjoint operators including an axiomatic characterization. Our constructions and approach are motivated by the principle that spectral flow = Fredholm index.
In this paper we examine the theory and applications of spectral flow for operators on a real Hilbert space. Aspects of the theory have been in place since Atiyah and Singer [AtSi69] . Recent developments in the mathematical study of topological phases necessitates a more systematic approach.
1.1. Background. The first occurrence of the notion of spectral flow for loops in the space of skew-adjoint Fredholm operators on a real Hilbert space appears in an article of Witten [Wit82] . From a more mathematical perspective the first study is due to Lott [Lot88] who, drawing inspiration from Witten's ideas, introduced the notion of 'Clifford module-valued spectral flow' for loops in the classifying spaces of real K-theory. He followed the treatment by Atiyah-Singer for these classifying spaces [AtSi69] . These early papers also closely followed the article of Atiyah, Patodi, and Singer [APS76, Sec. 7] by introducing spectral flow using the notion of 'intersection number'.
The present article is partly motivated by recent applications of the notion of 'real spectral flow' in the study of topological phases of matter [CPSB19, DSBW18] where skew-adjoint Fredholm operators arise naturally from Hamiltonians in quantum systems. Our focus, however, is to give a comprehensive treatment of the mathematical questions that these applications have raised. We nevertheless sketch how notions of spectral flow that have previously appeared in the study of topological phases relate to our results.
Our first observation is that the intersection number definition of spectral flow is not helpful for the applications to topological phases that have emerged recently. For these, an analytic approach is needed, particularly for aperiodic and disordered systems whose spectra cannot be easily studied in general. For spectral flow along paths of self-adjoint Fredholm operators on a complex Hilbert space, an analytic approach began in [Phi96] and was extended in [BBLP05] . This analytic approach may be adapted to the case of spectral flow along paths in the skew-adjoint Fredholm operators on a real Hilbert space. One method of achieving this is found in [CPSB19] where a Z/2Z-valued spectral flow in the skew-adjoint Fredholm operators on a real Hilbert space was defined.
The study of topological phases can be related to the classifying spaces of KO-theory [AlZi97, Kit09] . Here we exploit the construction by Atiyah-Singer [AtSi69, Kar70, Sch93] of these spaces in terms of skew-adjoint Fredholm operators and develop in this framework a general analytic theory of spectral flow.
The main results.
Our first objective is the generalization of the analytic Z/2Z-valued spectral flow of [CPSB19] along paths in the space of skew-adjoint Fredholm operators on a real Hilbert space to a 'Clifford module flow' that takes values in KO * (R) via the Clifford index of Atiyah-Bott-Shapiro [ABS64] . After setting out the preliminaries in the early sections, we give the definition in Sec. 5 and its relation to all previously studied spectral flow. We develop its properties for both bounded and unbounded skew-adjoint operators and present an axiomatic framework for this KO-valued spectral flow that is analogous to that already existing in the complex case in [Les05] .
Our constructions and approach are motivated by the principle that spectral flow = Fredholm index.
That is, we show how KO-valued spectral flow relates to a KO-valued index by proving in Theorem 8.1 in Sec. 8 a Robbin-Salamon type result [RoSa95] . Kasparov's bivariant theory has also come to play a role in applications to models of topological phases of matter. With this in mind we extend Theorem 8.1 to show how the Kasparov product may be used to establish a spectral flow = Fredholm index result at the level of bivariant K-theory. The proof is a straightforward application of the constructive Kasparov product [KaLe13] .
1.3. Motivation from physical theory. As we remarked earlier, motivation for this paper comes from issues raised by the mathematical aspects of studies of topological phases for fermionic one particle systems. Model Hamiltonians of these fermion systems commute or anti-commute with prescribed symmetry operators that may arise as anti-unitary operators on a complex Hilbert space. Such anti-unitary symmetries then determine a real structure on the complex space and one may consider topological phase labels of Hamiltonians that respect a given symmetry and real structure. Our results in this paper show that these topological phase labels are identified by KO-valued spectral flow. Previous work, notably [Kit09, FrMo13] , was developed in (amongst other places) [Thi16] to show that topological phases can be described using the Clifford module valued index of Atiyah-Bott-Shapiro. Some of the present authors then used Kasparov's bivariant theory in the real case to realize these Clifford module indices [BCR16, BKR17] .
A complementary approach is given by Kennedy and Zirnbauer [KeZi16] and more recently Alldridge, Max and Zirnbauer [AMZ19] , who only consider symmetries that commute with a fermionic Hamiltonian. These Hamiltonians are termed 'gapped' in that we assume a spectral gap containing zero. It is then shown that for the symmetry types of interest in such fermion systems, [AlZi97, HHZ05] , there is a one-to-one correspondence between gapped Hamiltonians H commuting with symmetry operators and 'pseudo-symmetry' operators that anticommute with J H = iH|H| −1 , a complex structure on a real Hilbert space. Topological phases are then associated to such systems by classical homotopy methods or van Daele K-theory [KeZi16, AMZ19] . See also [Kel17, Kel19] .
It was recently noted in [BoSB19] that the Z/2Z-valued spectral flow provides an alternative method to describe the relative topological phase considered by Kennedy and Zirnbauer for a free fermion system without any additional symmetries. Because the topological phase of gapped free fermion Hamiltonians may take values in any of the groups KO * (R), there is a clear motivation to fully develop the notion of a general KO-valued spectral flow that incorporates systems with symmetries. A related point of view may also be found in [DSBW18] .
We will not emphasize the physical application of our construction, but note that our index on Fredholm pairs of complex structures exactly covers the case of pairs (J H 1 , J H 2 ) anti-commuting with pseudo-symmetries developed in [KeZi16, AMZ19] . That is, the KO-valued spectral flow precisely encodes the topological obstruction for two symmetric and gapped free fermion Hamiltonian systems to be connected by a continuous path that respects the underlying symmetries. Conversely, a non-trivial KO-valued spectral flow guarantees the existence of topological zero energy states (i.e. a kernel) at some point along the path joining two symmetric free fermion Hamiltonians.
Organization of the paper. The next section gives a careful introduction to
Clifford algebras and to the ABS Clifford index [ABS64] . As it will be useful for applications we go into some explicit details. Then Sec. 3 expands on [AtSi69] and contains preliminaries needed for later proofs.
The essentially new material starts in Sec. 4 where we introduce a KO-valued index for Fredholm pairs of complex structures on a real Hilbert space. This is the real counterpart to the long-standing concept of Fredholm pairs of projections. There is of course a link between them which we explain. We note that this section is directly relevant to the applications to topological phases.
The KO-valued spectral flow for paths of bounded skew-adjoint Fredholm operators is introduced next in Sec. 5. We collect its fundamental properties and show that it incorporates previous examples of real spectral flow that have been discussed in the literature. The extension to the unbounded case then follows in Sec. 6.
Our KO-valued spectral flow can be characterized uniquely in an axiomatic fashion as we explain in Sec. 7. This characterization enables us to give a short proof of our Robbin-Salamon type theorem in Sec. 8. Finally, in Sec. 9 we relate this theorem to Kasparov theory by exploiting the unbounded Kasparov product. The latter viewpoint is relevant for applications to topological phases and the bulk-edge correspondence. We collect some homotopy results from [AtSi69, Mil63] that will be of use to us in Appendix A.
Clifford algebras and the ABS construction
Since it will be important for us we briefly recall here the ABS construction, cf. [ABS64, LaMi89] . We put an emphasis, though, on the real Clifford algebras Cℓ r,s with r self-adjoint and s skew-adjoint generators. The extension of the ABS construction to this case, cf. [Ati66, Kar70] , is straightforward, but as far as we know, not easily accessible in published form.
Preliminaries and notation.
Let Cℓ r,s denote the (real) Clifford algebra on r + s unitary generators e 1 , . . . , e r , f 1 , . . . , f s subject to the relations e i e j + e j e i = 2δ ij , f k f l + f k f l = −2δ kl , e i f k + f k e i = 0,
The algebra Cℓ r,s is a Z/2Z-graded algebra by declaring the generators to be of odd parity. The product of all generators
is called the volume element. It is central if r + s is odd and it implements the grading if r + s is even.
Our convention for labeling Cℓ r,s is the same as in [Kas80, AMZ19] and opposite to [LaMi89] . Occasionally, for illustration purposes we translate results to the complex case, where Cℓ r,s = Cℓ 0,r+s = Cℓ r+s,0 =: Cℓ r+s denotes the complex Clifford algebra on r + s generators (same relations).
Furthermore, let H be a separable real Hilbert space on which Cℓ r,s acts, the generators are then denoted by E 1 , . . . , E r , F 1 , . . . , F s ∈ B(H), where B(H) is the C * -algebra of bounded linear operators on H. Such a Hilbert space will be called a Cℓ r,s -Hilbert space. 1 For a Cℓ r,s -Hilbert space we denote by
the skew-adjoint operators which are Cℓ r,s -anti-linear. In particular, B 0,1 (H) denotes the skew-adjoint bounded operators. Occasionally, the corner case r = s = 0 comes up. A Cℓ 0,0 -Hilbert space is just a real Hilbert space with the understanding that E 0 = I. Furthermore, we put B 0,0 (H) = B(H) (this corresponds to s = −1).
For real and complex Hilbert spaces a bounded linear operator u is called 'unitary' if u * u = uu * = I, that is in the real case we use 'orthogonal' and 'unitary' as synonyms.
A Cℓ r,s -Hilbert space will be called standard if the multiplicity of each irreducible representation of Cℓ r,s on H is infinite.
For separable Hilbert spaces the ∞ multiplicity assumption is not really serious. Firstly, if r − s ≡ 1 (mod 4) it is a non-issue as Cℓ r,s has only 1 irreducible representation ([LaMi89, Theorem 5.7], beware the different convention). If r − s ≡ 1 (mod 4) then there are 2 irreducible representations. Given a concrete H with a Cℓ r,s action we can always find another separable Hilbert space H ′ such that H ⊕ H ′ satisfies the ∞ multiplicity assumption and hence is a standard Cℓ r,s -Hilbert space.
We add the remark that if the Cℓ r,s -Hilbert space is standard then it can be written as H = H ′ ⊕ H ′ , where the decomposition is Cℓ r,s -linear and H ′ itself is standard. Putting E r+1 := 0 I I 0 , F s+1 := 0 −I I 0 , H is equipped with a standard Cℓ r+1,s+1 structure. Inductively, this can be continued and hence on a standard Cℓ r,s -Hilbert space we may always assume that the infinite Clifford algebra r,s Cℓ r,s is acting and that for each r, s the action of Cℓ r,s is standard.
In particular, we may always assume that there are as many Clifford generators E j , F k at our disposal as we please. All standard Cℓ r,s -Hilbert spaces are equivalent as Cℓ r,s -modules and there is the following obvious Absorption Theorem: given a Cℓ r,s -Hilbert space H and a standard Cℓ r,s -Hilbert space H ′ then H ⊕ H ′ is a standard Cℓ r,s -Hilbert space and hence equivalent to H ′ as a Cℓ r,s -module.
Finally, K(H) denotes the C * -algebra of compact operators and by π : B(H) → Q(H) = B(H)/K(H) we denote the quotient map onto the Calkin algebra. For an operator T ∈ B(H) we will use the abbreviation T Q(H) := π(T ) Q(H) for the norm of π(T ) = T + K(H) in the Calkin algebra. If there is only one Hilbert space around, the disambiguator "(H)" will occasionally be omitted.
We will also have to deal with finite dimensional Clifford modules, where homotopy issues are a priori a bit more delicate. We will, however always be able to specialize to a stable situation, see Appendix A.2.
Isomorphisms of Clifford algebras.
For later reference, we introduce the 2 × 2 matrices
the latter being the quaternions.
From now on we will view R 2 as a Cℓ 2,1 -module with generators K 1 , K 2 , L 1 , as a Cℓ 1,1 -module with generators K 1 , L 1 as well as a Cℓ 0,1 resp. Cℓ 1,0 -module with generator L 1 resp. K 1 .
We note further that C * (K 1 , K 2 , L 1 ) = M(2, R) is one of the two irreducible representations of Cℓ 2,1 ≃ M(2, R) ⊕ M(2, R). The representation is characterized by the fact that the (representation of the) volume element ω 2,1 := K 1 · K 2 · L 1 = I 2 is the 2 × 2 unit matrix.
Our choice of matrices K 1 and K 2 is of course arbitrary and other choices are possible. For example, we can exchange K 1 and K 2 by conjugating by the unitary
. Though we note that this transformation will reverse the orientation, where we recall ω 2,0 = K 1 K 2 and similarly will send L 1 → −L 1 . Hence such transformations can introduce a global minus sign and should be used with care. 
2.3 Finally, a standard Cℓ 1,0 -Hilbert space is covariantly isomorphic to H ′ ⊗ R 2 with
The decompositions in 2.1-2.3 will be used frequently below. The tensor products in Eq. (2.6)-(2.8) are ordinary tensor products of graded algebras 3 and the isomorphisms respect the natural grading. For the next section it will be crucial that the isomorphism Eq. (2.9) does not respect the grading.
Proof. Let us first comment on the decompositions 2.1-2.3. In 2.3 the standard assumption guarantees that the eigenspaces of E 1 are infinite-dimensional and hence isomorphic.
2.1/2.2 The first two cases may be treated in parallel by putting G = F s+1 in the first case and G := E r+2 in the second. Since E r+1 and G anti-commute, G interchanges the two ±1-eigenspaces of E r+1 . Let H ′ := ker(E r+1 − I) be the +1 eigenspace of E r+1 and put
Then one checks that
and for any other Clifford element X ∈ {E 1 , . . . , E r , F 1 , . . . , F s }
Thus, letting Cℓ r,s (resp. Cℓ s,r ) act on H ′ with generators F s+1 X (resp. XE r+2 ), X ∈ {E 1 , . . . , E r , F 1 , . . . , F s }, Ψ −1 is the isomorphism we are looking for. Note, that 3 This statement might be confusing: if A and B are Z/2Z-graded algebras their tensor product A ⊗ B is graded by putting deg(a ⊗ b) := deg a + deg b (mod 2) for homogeneous elements a ∈ A, b ∈ B. This is to be distinguished from the graded (skew-commutative) tensor product A⊗B. The algebra A⊗B has the same underlying vector space A⊗B and the same grading, but the product
(XE r+2 ) 2 = −X 2 and (XF s+1 ) 2 = X 2 , thus XE r+2 , X ∈ {E 1 , . . . , E r , F 1 , . . . , F s } satisfy the Cℓ s,r -relations. 1. The previous consideration immediately leads to the proof of Eq. (2.6) and Eq. (2.7). Namely, the isomorphism Cℓ r+1,s+1 → Cℓ r,s ⊗ Cℓ 1,1 is given by sending {e 1 , . . . , e r , f 1 , . . . , f s } ∋ X → X ⊗ ω 1,1 and f s+1 → 1 ⊗ L 1 , e r+1 → 1 ⊗ K 1 . Note that ω 2 1,1 = I 2 . Similarly, the isomorphism Cℓ r+2,s → Cℓ s,r ⊗ Cℓ 2,0 is given by sending 
. . , r. Furthermore, given a Cℓ r+1,s -anti-linear operator T ∈ B(H) with T * = εT , ε ∈ {±1}, then T = TE r+1 is Cℓ s+1,r -anti-linear with respect to the generators E ′ 1 , . . . , F ′ r and T * = −ε T . Clearly, if T is Fredholm then so is T .
Thus, there is a parallel theory of Cℓ r,s -anti-linear self-adjoint operators. In light of the isomorphism Eq. (2.9) the translation is straightforward. See, however, the Remark 2.7 below.
2.
For the decompositions 2.1-2.3 we note that for T ∈ B(H) with the notation introduced at the beginning of Sec. 2.2,
(2.13)
The operator T 1,1 is skew-adjoint and anti-commutes with K 1 . If T is already skewadjoint, then ℜ(T ) = 0 and T 1,1 anti-commutes with L 1 as well. Furthermore, if T already has Cℓ r,s -Clifford symmetries then under the isomorphism Eq. (2.6) the operator T 1,1 has Cℓ r+1,s+1 -Clifford symmetries.
2.3. The ABS construction. Denote byM r,s resp. M r,s the Grothendieck group of graded resp. ungraded finite dimensional Cℓ r,s -modules (with inner product) with addition being direct sum. Z Z/2Z Z/2Z 0 Z 0 0 0 Z Below we will explicitly describe natural isomorphisms
The isomorphisms of the table are unique only up to sign (relevant in the cases ≡ 0 (mod 4)), hence the choice of Clifford generators matters in concrete cases. We therefore quickly list here the concrete maps.
2.4. Examples of the ABS map for certain r, s.
2.4.1. r = s = 0. This case can only be dealt with in the graded setting: if V is a graded real vector space then τ 0,0 :
A generator of the cyclic group A 0,0 is given by the class of the graded vector space We recall that A r,r = M r,r−1 /M r,r ≃ B r,r = M r,r−1 /M r+1,r−1 and since Cℓ r,r = Cℓ r+1,r−1 = M(2 r , R) the two quotients are just equal. Let V be a finite dimensional Cℓ r,r−1 -module. Note that (cf. [LaMi89, Theorem 5.7], Sec. 3) Cℓ r,r−1 has two irreducible representations. The volume element ω r,r−1 = e 1 · . . . · e r · f 1 · . . . · f r−1 is central and satisfies ω * r,r−1 = ω r,r−1 , ω 2 r,r−1 = I. The two irreducible representations ρ ± of Cℓ r,r−1 are 2 r−1 -dimensional and they are characterized by ρ ± (ω r,r−1 ) = ±I. Hence their multiplicities in V are given by 2 1−r · dim R ker(ω r,r−1 ∓ I). If V carries a Cℓ r+1,r−1 ≃ Cℓ r,r structure, then since ω r,r−1 must anti-commute with the additional Clifford generator, the two multiplicities must coincide. Conversely, if these two multiplicities coincide, E r+1 resp. F r may be constructed.
Thus the natural identification of A r,r = B r,r with Z is given by
E.g., a positive generator of the cyclic group A 1,1 is given by the Cℓ 1,0 module (R, E 1 = I).
In general, a positive generator of the cyclic group A r,r is given by R 2 r−1 together with a choice of Clifford matrices E 1 , . . . , E r , F 1 , . . . , F r−1 such that
Since Cℓ r,r+7 ≃ M(16, Cℓ r,r−1 ), up to some tweaking with matrix algebras, the previous analysis carries over to all s ≥ r ≥ 1 with s − r ≡ 0 (mod 8). Details are left to the reader.
2.4.3. s = r + 1. A finite dimensional ungraded real Cℓ r,r = M(2 r , R)-module V carries a Cℓ r,r+1 ≃ M(2 r , Cℓ 0,1 ≃ C)-module structure if and only if V decomposes into an even number of irreducible Cℓ r,r -modules. Thus
A generator of the cyclic group A r,r+1 is given by the (up to equivalence unique) 2 r -dimensional Cℓ r,r -module, i.e. R 2 r with a choice of Clifford matrices E 1 , . . . , E r , F 1 , . . . , F r . Given such a module, there is a unique choice of another Clifford generator E r+1 such that E 1 · . . . · E r+1 · F 1 · . . . · F r = I. Thus, the module may at the same time be viewed as a generator of A r+1,r+1 .
2.4.4. s = r + 2. Let (V, F 1 ) be a finite dimensional ungraded Cℓ 0,1 -module. Then F 1 is a complex structure and there exists F 2 ∈ B(V) with
. Thus the map of the table is given
For arbitrary r, cf. the previous discussion, the map is given by
(2.20)
2.4.5. s = r + 4, cf. the case r = s above. This case is mostly parallel to Sec. 2.4.2 above as Cℓ r,r+3 ≃ M(2 r , H ⊕ H) has two 2 r+2 -dimensional irreducible representations ρ ± which are distinguished by ρ ± (ω r,r+3 ) = ±I. Hence their multiplicities in a Cℓ r,r+3 -module V are given by 2 −r−2 · dim R ker(ω r,r+3 ∓ I). Again, V carries a Cℓ r,r+4 structure if and only if these multiplicities coincide. In sum, the natural identification of A r,r+4 with Z is given by
(2.21) In applications to topological phases, where spaces are typically taken to be complex, the above quaternionic index is often computed with complex dimension and takes range in 2Z, see [GrSB16] for example.
We note an important consequence of the previous discussion. 
Explicitly, the module
Proof. The proof follows by walking through the cases 2.4.2-2.4.4 above. 
) the space of those T with T = 1 and whose image π(T ) ∈ Q(H) := B(H)/K(H) in the Calkin algebra is unitary.
Remark 2.5. The subspace FO r,s+1 (FO
) is a homotopy equivalence.
For T ∈ F r,s+1 the kernel ker T is naturally an ungraded Cℓ r,s -module and one therefore puts We note that ind r,s+1 is surjective. The following construction is instructive and very explicit. Fix a standard Cℓ r,s+1 -Hilbert space H 0 . Then, given a Cℓ r,s -module
(2.24)
Clearly, the only purpose of H 0 is to make H itself standard. Otherwise, one could just put T V = 0 on H = V which has index [V] as well. Theorem 2.3 has an immediate consequence for Fredholm operators.
Proposition 2.6. For a Fredholm operator T ∈ F r,r one has, see Eq. (2.13), the index formula
where T 1,1 , defined in (2.13), is viewed as an element of F r+1,r+1 . This formula also holds true for r = 0, where T is just a Fredholm operator and Ind 0,0 denotes the ordinary Fredholm index. Next denote by fg r+1,s+1 : F r+1,s+1 → F r,s+1 the natural forgetful map. For r ≥ 1 and T ∈ F r+1,r+1 one has the index formula Ind r,r+1 (fg r+1,r+1 (T )) = Ind r+1,r+1 (T ) (mod 2), and for T ∈ F r,r+1
Ind r−1,r+1 (fg r,r+1 (T )) = Ind r,r+1 (T ).
In particular, we have for a Fredholm operator T with
(2.25) Remark 2.7. As explained in Remark 2.2 there is a one to one correspondence T ↔ TE r+1 between Cℓ r+1,s -anti-linear skew-adjoint Fredholm operators and Cℓ s+1,ranti-linear self-adjoint Fredholm operators. The Fredholm index of T lies naturally in A r+1,s+1 and is locally constant since in a nontrivial eigenspace ker(T 2 + λ 2 ) the phase of T gives an additional skew-adjoint Clifford symmetry. Consequently, for a self-adjoint Cℓ s+1,r -anti-linear operator S(= TE r+1 ) the phase of S gives an additional self-adjoint Clifford symmetry. Therefore, the index of S lies naturally in B s+1,r+1 , which by Eq. (2.17) is isomorphic to A r+1,s+1 .
3. Some useful homotopies and the Cayley transform 3.1. Spaces of complex structures. In this subsection we collect and expand on some of the homotopy theoretic results from [AtSi69] . If H is a Cℓ r,s -Hilbert space, s > 0 or r = s = 0, we put
In the case r = s = 0 this must be read with F 0 = I. Note that for T ∈ J r,s (H) the element π(F s T ) is unitary and for a unitary u one has the equivalence u + I < 2 ⇔ 1 ∈ spec u as |z + 1| ≤ 2 for z on the circle with equality only for z = 1.
For T ∈ J r,s (H) this translates into the equivalence
When it is necessary for disambiguation we will write Ω r,s (H; E 1 , . . . , E r , F 1 , . . . , F s )
to display explicitly the generators of the Clifford module structure.
7 A complex structure J is a unitary skew-adjoint element, in particular J 2 = −1 A .
Some elementary homotopies.
Proposition 3.2. Let A be a real unital C * -algebra with Clifford elements e 1 , . . . , e r , f 1 , . . . , f s ∈ A. Then the diagonal in
is a strong deformation retract. The result is also valid in the corner case r = s + 1 = 0.
Proof. The result is proved for r, s ≥ 0, the corner case r = s + 1 = 0 is left to the reader. The retraction will be given explicitly. Given J 0 , J 1 ∈ J r,s+1 (A) with J 0 − J 1 < 2, put Z := Z(J 0 , J 1 ) = 1 A − J 0 J 1 . Then Z commutes with e 1 , . . . , e r , f 1 , . . . , f s and
We claim that
which is invertible since
In view of this and Eq. (3.4), (3.5) the retraction is now given by
Lemma 3.3. Let H be a Cℓ r,s -Hilbert space. The neighbourhood of F s ∈ Ω r,s (H) given by
is contractible. Furthermore, with the map Φ r,s+1 : T → −F s e πTFs of Theorem A.4 we have for invertible T ∈ FO r,s+1 the inequality Φ r,s+1 (T ) − F s < 2; that is, Φ r,s+1 (T ) ∈ Ω r,s, * . Here, analogously to Eq. (3.6), Ω r,s, * := ω ∈ Ω r,s ω − F s < 2 , cf. Eq. (3.1).
Proof. The second equality in Eq. (3.6) follows analogously to the equivalence Eq. (3.3). That Ω r,s, * is contractible follows as in the proof of Prop. 3.2. For invertible T ∈ FO r,s+1 the operator TF s is skew, invertible and of norm 1, hence spec(TF s ) ⊂ [−i, 0) ∪ (0, i] and thus by the spectral mapping theorem
The following generalization of Theorem A.4 is crucial for the theory of Fredholm pairs and the spectral flow.
Theorem 3.4. Let f : iR → iR be an increasing continuous function such that
(1) f is strictly increasing in a neighbourhood of 0,
for all x ∈ iR. Furthermore, let H be a standard Cℓ r,s+1 -Hilbert space. Then the map
is a homotopy equivalence. Furthermore, if T ∈ F r,s+1 * is invertible then Φ f (T ) ∈ Ω r,s, * . A particularly nice homotopy equivalence is given by the Cayley transform
Remark 3.5. 1. We first clarify the last remark about the Cayley transform, i.e. e πf(x) =:
Thus indeed −F s e πf(TFs) = −F s (I + TF s )(I − TF s ) −1 .
2.
We comment on the case r = 0, s = 0. Then Ω 0,0 is the space of unitaries U with U − I Q < 2 resp. −1 ∈ spec ess (U) and the Cayley transform is A → (I + A)(A − I) −1 . In the complex case, where one considers self-adjoint instead of skew-adjoint operators, A should be replaced by iA. This should be compared to [BBLP05] and [KiLe04, Sec. 6.1].
Proof of Theorem 3.4. This is essentially a consequence of Theorem A.4. We first check that Φ f maps F r,s+1 *
into Ω r,s . Abbreviate g(x) := e πf(x) . Then g maps iR into S 1 and g(−x) = g(x) −1 = g(x). Thus for T ∈ F r,s+1 * we have
hence Φ f (TF s ) is skew-adjoint and, since g takes values in S 1 , unitary. Consequently, Φ f (TF s ) 2 = −I. Clearly, since both T and F s anti-commute with the Clifford generators except F s it follows that Φ f (TF s ) ∈ J r,s (H). Finally, since TF s is a Fredholm operator, there is a gap [−iε, iε] in the essential spectrum. The properties (1)-(3) of f imply that there is a small arc {| arg z| < δ} around 1 ∈ S 1 which does not meet the essential spectrum of e πf(TFs) . Therefore,
proving that Φ f maps into Ω r,s as claimed. Finally, if T is invertible then one argues as in the proof of Lemma 3.3. Namely, f(TF s ) is invertible as well and hence 1 ∈ spec e πf(TFs) , thus − F s e πf(TFs) − F s < 2. 
Now define the function
Ψ : iR → iR, x → x, |x| ≤ 1, x/|x|, |x| ≥ 1. (3.10) Then f u (x) := (1 − u)f(x) + uΨ(x), 0 ≤ u ≤ 1
Fredholm pairs and the Clifford index
Given a Fredholm pair (J 0 , J 1 ) ∈ J r,s+1 (H) × J r,s+1 (H) we note that H becomes a Cℓ r,s+1 -Hilbert space by setting F s+1 = J 0 . Moreover, the space of those J 1 with (J 0 , J 1 ) being a Fredholm pair is nothing but the space Ω r,s+1 (H; E 1 , . . . , E r , F 1 , . . . , F s , F s+1 = J 0 ), see Eq. (3.1).
From now on we fix a Cℓ r,s -Hilbert space H. The useful identities of the next Lemma are straightforward to check. Proof. By construction γ(t) is skew-adjoint and anti-commutes with the Clifford generators E 1 , . . . , E r , F 1 , . . . , F s . To see that it is a Fredholm operator we note that
and similarly J 0 γ(t) − I Q < 1 for 0 ≤ t ≤ 1 2 . To prove the claim about Φ r,s+1 •γ we note that Φ r,s+1 (γ(0)) = Φ r,s+1 (γ(1)) = F s . From Eq. (4.1) it follows that for all 0 ≤ t ≤ 1, γ(t)F s lies in the open 1 ball around a unitary of square −1 (J 0 F s resp. J 1 F s ). Thus spec ess γ(t)F s ⊂ [−i, 0) ∪ (0, i] and hence 1 ∈ spec ess e πγ(t)Fs . Consequently, cf. Eq. (3.3), Φ r,s+1 (γ(t)) − F s Q < 2 and γ is a loop in Ω r,s based at F s as claimed.
It is an immediate consequence of the construction that ind 1 r,s+2 is locally constant on the space of Fredholm pairs
We provide an alternative approach to the index of a Fredholm pair, whose consequence will be the important additivity formula Prop. 4.7 below. Proof. We note that this is essentially [CPSB19, Lemma 5.3 and Prop. 5.2]. We will make repeated use of the identities given in Lemma 4.2.
(1). was proved in the previous proof.
(2). ker(J 0 + J 1 ) is certainly invariant under E 1 , . . . , E r , F 1 , . . . , F s , and from T 0 J 0 = J 1 T 0 we infer that it is invariant under J 0 as well.
(3). For part (3), we first note that
Also observe that for |λ| < 1 we have −1 < T 2 0 | X λ < 0 (the upper inequality is the Fredholm property), and so T 2 0 + T 2 1 = −1 tells us that T 1 is invertible on X λ . Furthermore, J 0 T 1 T 0 is skew-adjoint and anti-commutes with E 1 , . . . , E r , F 1 , . . . , F s , and with J 0 . Finally, its phase S is another complex structure anti-commuting with E 1 , . . . , E r , F 1 , . . . , F s , J 0 , and hence X λ carries the structure of a Cℓ r,s+2 -module with generators E 1 , . . . , E r , F 1 , . . . , F s , J 0 , S. Proof. By the local constancy of both indices it suffices to check the claim for fixed J 0 ∈ J r,s+1 (H) on representatives of the path components of the space
in a standard Cℓ r,s+1 -Hilbert space. By doubling the space and replacing J 0 by J 0 ⊕ −J 0 if necessary we may assume that the Hilbert space is standard with J 0 being one of the Clifford generators. Note that both indices are not affected by stabilizing: if we add another Hilbert space H ′ and fix Proof. Both sides are locally constant in O. Furthermore, all J ∈ J 0,1 (H) are unitarily equivalent. Therefore, it suffices to check this for O = I in which case both sides are 1 and for
in which case both sides equal −1. = dim ker(U 0 + U 1 ) (mod 2) = dim ker(I + U * 0 U 1 ) (mod 2). Note that (J 0 , J 1 ) being a Fredholm pair is equivalent to U 0 − U 1 Q < 2 which in turn, cf. Eq. (3.3), is equivalent to I + U * 0 U 1 being Fredholm. Furthermore, since U 0 , U 1 are real, eigenvalues of U * 0 U 1 moving through −1 come in pairs, hence dim ker(I + U * 0 U 1 ) (mod 2) has the stability properties of a Fredholm index. We note that Ind 1,2 (J 0 , J 1 ) equals the parity index defined in [DSBW18, Def. 3]. By Theorem 2.3 and Prop. 2.6 (or just directly) and suppressing forgetful maps from the notation, we have 
with an orthogonal projection 9 P ∈ B(H ′ ). Thus there is a one to one correspondence between Fredholm pairs (J 0 , J 1 ) in J 2,1 (H) and pairs of orthogonal projections (without further symmetries) P, Q ∈ B(H ′ ) with P − Q Q(H ′ ) < 1. Let us therefore recall that a pair of orthogonal projections P, Q acting on a separable real or complex Hilbert space H is called a Fredholm pair if P − Q Q < 1. This is equivalent to the fact that Q ran P : ran P → ran Q is a Fredholm operator. The index of this Fredholm operator is called the index ind(P, Q) of the pair.
Lemma 4.10 (cf. [ASS94, Prop. 3.1] ). Let P, Q be a Fredholm pair of orthogonal projections. Then ker(P + Q − I) = ran P ∩ ker Q ⊕ ker P ∩ ran Q and ind(P, Q) = dim ran P ∩ ker Q − dim ker P ∩ ran Q .
Proof. If x ∈ ker(P+Q−I) then Px = (I−Q)x ∈ ran P∩ker Q resp. Qx = (I−P)x ∈ ker P∩ran Q, proving the inclusion ⊂. The inclusion ⊃ is similarly easy. To see the index formula, one notes that the adjoint of the operator Q ran P : ran P → ran Q is given by P ran Q : ran Q → ran P.
Let us return to the Cℓ 2,0 -Hilbert space H = H ′ ⊗ R 2 as before and consider a Fredholm pair (J 0 , J 1 ) in J 2,1 (H) with associated orthogonal projections P 0 , P 1 ∈ B(H) such that
We have seen that (J 0 , J 1 ) being a Fredholm pair is equivalent to (P 0 , P 1 ) being a Fredholm pair of orthogonal projections. To compute the index ind 2,2 (J 0 , J 1 ) we apply Sec. 2.4.2, by first computing the volume element of the Cℓ 2,1 representation given by E 1 , E 2 , J 0 ,
Furthermore in view of Lemma 4.10 we have
With respect to this decomposition, ω acts on ker(J 0 + J 1 ) as
Now ind 2,2 (J 0 , J 1 ) is the class of the Cℓ 2,1 module ker(J 0 , J 1 ) with Clifford generators E 1 , E 2 , F 1 = J 0 . By Sec. 2.4.2 its class in A 2,2 is naturally identified with the number
The previous discussion also can be applied to the forgetful maps considered in Theorem 2.3 and Prop. 2.6. Namely, suppressing the forgetful maps from the notation, we have Ind 0,2 (J 0 , J 1 ) = Ind 1,2 (J 0 , J 1 ) = Ind 2,2 (J 0 , J 1 ) (mod 2).
(4.5) 4.2.4. r = 0, s = 0 in the complex case. We briefly mention the case of a complex Hilbert space H where things are easier as there is a direct correspondence between "complex structures" and orthogonal projections since we may write J = i(2P − I). Therefore, there is no need to introduce additional symmetries. Given orthogonal projections P, Q put J 0 := i(2P − I), J 1 = i(2Q − I). Then J 0 , J 1 ∈ J 0,1 (H) and J 0 − J 1 Q = 2 P − Q Q . Hence (J 0 , J 1 ) is a Fredholm pair in the sense of Def. 4.1 if and only if (P, Q) is a Fredholm pair of projections. Furthermore, 1 2
thus by the Lemma 4.10 we have
With respect to this decomposition, J 0 acts as
The class ind 0,2 (J 0 , J 1 ) is the class of the Cℓ 1 -module ker(J 0 , J 1 ) with Clifford generator E 1 = J 0 . The class of an ungraded Cℓ 1 -module (V, E 1 ) in M 0,1 /M 0,2 ≃ Z is naturally identified (cf. Sec. 2) with the number
Standard forms of complex structures.
Using the ABS construction of Sec. 2, we now give standard generators of complex structures with a non-trivial index. These pairs will be constructed to represent an arbitrary class in KO s+2−r (R) (resp. an arbitrary ind r,s+2 ), cf. Cor. 4.6 and the proof of Theorem 4.5. This will be needed in particular for the formulation of the axioms which ensure the uniqueness of the KO-valued spectral flow, see Remark 5.2 5. and Sec. 8.3 below. Hilbert space and H := H 0 ⊕ V. Now put 
The KO-valued spectral flow
This section is the core of the paper. We give the definition of KO-valued spectral flow along with its basic properties. We subsequently relate our definition to the approach of J. Phillips [Phi96] and more generally show how our construction encompasses previous instances of analytic spectral flow that have appeared in the literature. Unless otherwise said, H denotes a fixed Cℓ r,s -Hilbert space.
Definition and properties.
We can now define the A r,s+2 ≃ M r,s+1 /M r,s+2 ≃ KO r,s+2 (R)-valued spectral flow of a path in F r,s+1 with invertible endpoints exactly as it was done in [BBLP05, Les05]: Finally, we put SF r,s+2 (T • ) := τ r,s+2 sf r,s+2 (T • ) with τ r,s+2 as in Eq. (2.17).
Remark 5.2. It follows from the Absorption Theorem mentioned in Sec. 2.1 that the sf r,s+2 is well-defined. We collect some properties of the spectral flow. These properties will be of relevance for the discussion of the uniqueness in Sec. 7 below.
Relation to the index of Fredholm pairs of complex structures.
Let J 0 , J 1 ∈ J r,s+1 (H) be a Fredholm pair of complex structures. It then follows from Definition and Proposition 4.3 and Theorem 3.4 that ind r,s+2 (J 0 , J 1 ) equals the spectral flow sf r,s+2 of the straight line path t → (1 − t)J 0 + tJ 1 .
Homotopy invariance. If
(H) is a continuous map such that for all u ∈ [0, 1] the endpoints T (0, u), T (1, u) are invertible operators, then sf r,s+2 (T (·, 0)) = sf r,s+2 (T (·, 1)). To see this, consider Φ(T (t, u)). Now by Lemma 3.3 and the proof of Prop. 3.2 it follows that the endpoints Φ(T (0, u)), Φ(T (1, u)) can be connected to F s continuously in the parameter u to obtain a homotopy of loops. Hence by definition sf r,s+2 (T (·, 0)) = sf r,s+2 (T (·, 1) ). 
5.
Normalization. Let V be a finite dimensional Cℓ r,s+1 -module (cf. Sec. 4.3) and consider the straight line path γ(t)
This follows immediately from the relation to the index of a pair since here sf r,s+2 (γ) = ind r,s+2 (
6. Constancy. The sf r,s+2 (T ) of a constant path (in which T must be invertible) is 0.
(H 2 ) are paths of skew-adjoint Fredholm operators with invertible endpoints, then sf r,s+2 (T 1
The 'local formula' a la J. Phillips. Next we will show that the spectral flow of a path T • can be computed 'locally' along the path by measuring the relative indices of the phases of T • . This is the analogue of J. Phillips [Phi96] approach in the complex case.
Let [0, 1] ∋ t → T t ∈ F r,s+1 (H) be a continuous path with T 0 , T 1 being invertible. The first difficulty is that the path of phases T t |T t | −1 is ill-defined as T t might not be invertible. However, the invertibility of the endpoints and the local constancy of the Fredholm index imply ind r,s+1 T t = 0 for all 0 ≤ t ≤ 1. Hence there exists a complex structure F s+1 ∈ J r,s+1 (ker T t ) turning ker T t into a Cℓ r,s+1 -module. We denote by J(T t ) ∈ J r,s+1 (H) a complex structure with
The complex structure J(T t ) is unique only up to a finite rank perturbation, but certainly t → π J(T t ) ∈ Q(H) is continuous in the Calkin algebra. Alternatively, one might require, analogously to [CPSB19, Sec. 4], that J(T t ) = T t |T t | −1 only on the complement of a spectral subspace ran χ (0,a) (|T t |), where 0 < a < min spec ess |T t |. This would allow for example that t → J(T t ) has only finitely many discontinuities. The next Lemma says that given a subdivision of the interval [0, 1], there is a finite-rank perturbation T • of T • with the same spectral flow and such that T t is invertible at the subdivision points, moreover the phases may be prescribed.
Lemma 5.3. Let T t and J t := J(T t ) be as before and let 0 = t 0 < t 1 · · · < t n = 1 be a subdivision of the interval [0, 1]. Then there exists a continuous path [0, 1] ∋ t → T t ∈ F r,s+1 (H) with the following properties:
(1) T t − T t is finite rank for all t.
(2) T t j is invertible and T t j | T t j | −1 = J t j , for j = 0, 1, . . . , n. 
2).
Choose a partition 0 = t 0 < t 1 < · · · < t n = 1 with the property that on each segment
ind r,s+2 (J t j−1 , J t j ).
Proof. We make repeated use of the homotopy invariance of sf r,s+2 and of ind r,s+2 .
In view of Lemma 5.3 we may w.l.o.g. assume that T t j is invertible for j = 0, . . . , n.
Since t → T t is a continuous path of Fredholm operators we have r := min min t spec ess |T t |, min spec |T t 0 |, . . . , min spec |T tn | > 0.
We certainly have J(T t /r) = J(T t ) and by the homotopy invariance sf r,s+2 (T • ) = sf r,s+2 (T • /r). Thus without loss of generality it suffices to prove the Theorem for paths with min spec ess |T t | ≥ 1 and min spec |T t j | ≥ 1, j = 0, . . . , n.
With Ψ of Eq. (3.10) consider the homotopy
For all u the function h u is increasing and strictly increasing in a neighbourhood of 0. So for all u we have ker H(u, t) = ker T u and J(H(u, t)) = J(T t ). Furthermore, by construction h 1 (T t j ) = T t j |T t j | −1 = J t j . Hence both sides of the claimed equation remain constant under the deformation H. We are finally left to prove the claim for the special case that spec ess T t ⊂ {±i} for all t and T t j = J t j .
But then T t − J(T t ) is of finite rank and hence T t − T t j−1 Q = J Tt − J T j−1 Q < 1 for all t j−1 ≤ t ≤ t j . Now u → (1 − u)((1 − t)J t j−1 + tJ t j ) + uT t is a homotopy between T t , t j−1 ≤ t ≤ t j and the straight line path (1− t)J t j−1 + tJ t j . The endpoints are kept fixed under the homotopy. Consequently sf r,s+2 ((T t ) t j−1 ≤t≤t j ) = sf r,s+2 ((1 − t)J t j−1 + tJ t j , 0 ≤ t ≤ 1) = ind r,s+2 (J t j−1 , J t j ).
The path additivity of the spectral flow then implies the claim.
The previous result allows us to relate the KO-valued spectral flow to the various known versions of spectral flow.
Theorem 5.5. Let T • ∈ F r,1 (H) be a family of Fredholm operators with invertible endpoints. Let K 1 , K 2 , L 1 ∈ M(2, R) be the Clifford matrices Eq. (2.4).
10 with a family T • of self-adjoint Fredholm operators and SF( T • ) = SF 2,2 (T • ) .
r = 0. In this case T • is a family of skew-adjoint Fredholm operators without any additional symmetries. Furthermore, SF 0,2 T • equals the Z/2Z-valued Spectral Flow
Sf 2 of [CPSB19] . 
Proof. This follows immediately from the local formula Theorem 5.4 and the corresponding statements for the index of a pair in Sec. 4. The claimed tensor product decompositions follow from Prop. 2.1, cf. also Remark 2.2 2.
Extension to unbounded operators
In applications the operators of interest are often differential operators and hence unbounded. Our approach to sf r,s+2 via the Cayley transform extends almost seamlessly to unbounded operators. However, the uniqueness proofs are slightly more complicated in the unbounded case than in the bounded case, mainly due to complications in the homotopy theory. Our discussion parallels the complex case that is found in [Les05] .
6.1. Topologies on spaces of unbounded operators. We briefly introduce here the several topologies on unbounded operators, for proofs and further details see [Les05, Sec. 2] . Let H be a real Hilbert space. We recall that a densely defined operator T : dom(T ) ⊂ H → H is closed if dom(T ) is a complete space with respect to the graph norm
We denote by C(H) we denote the space of densely defined closed operators in H equipped with the so-called gap topology. It can be described in several equivalent ways. For T 1 , T 2 ∈ C(H) the gap distance is d G (T 1 , T 2 ) = P 1 − P 2 , where P j denotes the orthogonal projection onto the graph of T j in the product space H × H. Finally, we consider operators with a fixed given domain: consider a fixed skew-adjoint operator D in H with domain W ֒→ H. The operator D serves as reference operator and is part of the structure. Let
This space is naturally equipped with the norm given by T W→H = T (I − D 2 ) −1/2 . With D being any fixed complex structure on H and W = H we obtain B 1 (H, H) = B 1 (H) the bounded skew-adjoint operators on H as a special case.
Remark 6.1. A word of warning: one might be tempted to "identify" B 1 (W, H) with the skew-adjoint operators in H by sending
Using a bit of interpolation theory (cf. [Les05, Appendix] ) one sees that indeed B(T ) is a skew-adjoint bounded operator, and the map T → B(T ) is injective. However, it is in general not surjective. Namely, interpolation theory shows that for an operator S ∈ B 1 (H) to be in the range of B it is necessary that
is bounded on H for −1/2 ≤ α ≤ 1/2. In the interesting case of unbounded D, this is a restriction which is not satisfied by all operators in B 1 (H).
If H is a Cℓ r,s -Hilbert space then we denote by C r,s+1 , B r,s+1 , . . . the corresponding spaces of skew-adjoint operators which anti-commute with the Clifford generators E 1 , . . . , E r , F 1 , . . . , F s , cf. Sec. 2.1. In the case of operators with a fixed domain this requires, of course, that D itself is Cℓ r,s -anti-linear and hence the inclusion W ֒→ H is an inclusion of Cℓ r,s -Hilbert spaces. Similarly, CF r,s+1 (H) and F r,s+1 (W, H) denote the corresponding spaces of skew-adjoint Fredholm operators.
The relations between the metric spaces of unbounded operators are summarized by noting that that there are natural continuous (inclusion) maps [Les05, As remarked above, the gap continuity implies (and is in fact equivalent to) the continuity of the resolvent maps t → (T t ± I) −1 . Hence, the Cayley transform (Definition 5.1)
is a continuous path [0, 1], {0, 1} → Ω r,s , Ω r,s, * in Ω r,s with endpoints in the contractible (see Lemma 3.3) neighbourhood Ω r,s, * of F s . One is now in the situation of Def. 5.1 and therefore proceeding as in loc. cit. one obtains an element sf r,s+2 (T • ) ∈ A r,s+2 and SF r,s+2 := τ r,s+2 sf r,s+2 (T • ) ∈ KO s+2−r (R), where τ was defined in Eq. (2.17).
The reader might notice that alternatively one could first have introduced a spectral flow invariant of paths in [0, 1], {0, 1} → Ω r,s , Ω r,s, * as the basic object. The spectral flow of paths of bounded and unbounded skew-adjoint Fredholm operators are then just obtained by pullback via the map Φ.
From the homotopy theory of Ω r,s it is clear that the sf r,s+2 for gap continuous families of skew-adjoint Fredholm operators satisfies Homotopy, Path additivity, Stability, Normalization, Constancy, and Direct sum in the sense of Remark 5.2.
In view of the inclusions Eq. (6.1) the sf r,s+2 for Riesz continuous families of skew-adjoint Fredholm operators (resp. such families in the space F r,s+1 (W, H)) is just obtained by taking the sf r,s+2 after sending the family to CF r,s+1 via the natural maps Eq. (6.1).
Two technical results.
In the unbounded case we will need adaptations of the two technical results [Les05, Assertion 1 and 2 in Sec. 5]. The first statement is an improvement of the results in Lemma 5.3. (1) T t is a finite rank perturbation of T t and it has the same endpoints as T • , i.e.
T 0 = T 0 , T 1 = T 1 . (2) T t j is invertible, j = 0, . . . , n. The value of T t j may even be prescribed as in Lemma 5.3.
(3) There exist ε j > 0, j = 1, . . . , n such that for all t ∈ [t j−1 , t j ] we have ε j ∈ spec |T t j | and spec ess (|T
The properties (1)-(2) imply that T • is (straight-line) homotopic to T • and hence both paths have the same sf r,s+1 spectral flow.
The result holds verbatim also for Riesz continuous paths in CF r,s+1 (H) as well as for continuous paths into F r,s+1 (W, H).
Proof. To avoid repetitive statements a like 'resp. for Riesz continuous resp for paths in F r,s+1 (W, H)' we present the proof for gap continuous paths and leave the (obvious) modifications for the other two cases to the reader.
Clearly, since T t is Fredholm and by compactness there is a subdivision 0 = t 0 < t 1 < . . . < t n = 1 and ε j > 0 such that ε j ∈ spec |T (t)| and spec ess (|T (t)|) ∩ [0, ε j ] = ∅. The problem is that T (t j ) need not be invertible. However, an inspection of the proof of Lemma 5.3 shows, that it holds for paths in CF r,s+1 as well. More precisely, the proof shows that there are finite rank Cℓ r,s -antilinear skew-adjoint operators R j (and the same choices as in Lemma 5.3 are possible) with R j ker Tt j ∈ J r,s+1 (ker T t j ) and R j ker T ⊥ As a consequence T • is homotopic within paths in CF r,s+1 with invertible endpoints to a path T 1
• commuting with E(0) and such that T 1
• ker E (0) is constant and invertible.
Proof. Note that
where the integral is along a contour encircling the interval [0, ε 2 ] counterclockwise such that no other spectral points are encircled. This is possible by the spectral gap assumptions. This formula shows that t → E(t) is continuous, in view of Eq. (6.1) a fortiori if T • is Riesz continuous or fixed domain continuous.
Furthermore, E(t) commutes with the Cℓ r,s -action. The construction in the proof of Prop. 3.2 and in [Bla98, Prop. 4.3.3] shows that there is a continuous family of Cℓ r,s -linear unitaries U : [0, 1] → B(H), U(0) = I such that E(t) = U(t)E(0)U(t) * . Now put T t := U(t) * T t U(t). Since E(t) and U(t) are Cℓ r,s -linear, the rest of the proof is now identical to that in [Les05, Assertion 2 in Sec. 5].
6.4. The 'local formula' for SF in the unbounded case and consequences. Next we discuss the analogue of Theorem 5.4. For this we will need the two technical Lemmas in Sec. 6.3. For Theorem 5.4 however, it is essential that the family t → π(J t ) ∈ Q(H) depends continuously on t where J t is essentially the phase T t |T t | −1 . For this to behave continuously, gap continuity is not enough. Therefore, the analogue of Theorem 5.4 can only be proved for Riesz continuous families of skew-adjoint Fredholm operators.
Theorem 6.4. Let H be a Cℓ r,s -Hilbert space and let [0, 1] ∋ t → T t ∈ CF r,s+1 (H) be a Riesz continuous path with T 0 , T 1 being invertible. Let J t be complex structures obtained by complementing the phase T t |T t | −1 on ker T ⊥ t by an arbitrary complex structure in J r,s+1 (ker T t ), cf. Eq. (5.2).
Then t → π(J t ) ∈ Q(H) is continuous. For a fine enough 11 partition 0 = t 0 < t 1 < · · · < t n = 1 of the interval [0, 1] we then have the formula
Ind r,s+2 (J t j−1 , J t j ).
Proof. The continuity of t → π(J t ) ∈ Q(H) follows as in [Les05, Lemma 3.3] . By the path additivity and homotopy invariance of the spectral flow and by Lemma 6.2, it suffices to prove the Theorem for a family T t satisfying the spectral gap assumptions of Lemma 6.3. We can further assume that E(t) − E(0) and U(t) − U(0) and the Riesz distance d R (T t , T 0 ) are small enough, and finally T 0 = J 0 , T 1 = J 1 . So T • now stands for the family on one of the segments in Lemma 6.2 and it remains to show that SF r,s+2 (T • ) = Ind r,s+2 (J 0 , J 1 ). With respect to the decomposition H = ker E(0) ⊕ ran E(0) we have
with an invertible family S • and a finite rank family R • . Again by Homotopy and applying Theorem 5.4 and Prop. 4.7 to the finite-rank family R • we have From line 3 to line 4 it was used that S 0 , S 1 is an invertible pair since they are close enough in the Riesz distance. For the last equality, one may invoke the homotopy U(0)U(s) * J 1 U(s)U(0) * , 0 ≤ s ≤ 1, again using the smallness assumptions which imply that this is a valid homotopy of Fredholm pairs. 
Proof. It follows from [Les05, Prop. 3.4 ] that under the assumptions of the Theorem the differences of the Riesz transforms F(T t ) − F(T 0 ) is a compact operator for all t ∈ [0, 1]. Similarly, the differences of the 'phases' J t − J 0 are compact as well. Now the claim follows by applying Prop. 4.7 to the formula in Theorem 6.4.
Thus, for a path of relatively compact operators the SF r,s+2 depends only on the endpoints. This applies in particular to the finite dimensional case which we single out here. 
Uniqueness of the KO-valued spectral flow
In this section we give an 'axiomatic' characterization of KO-valued spectral flow. Our approach is not exactly the same as in the complex case as described in [Les05] because we have to start with the finite dimensional case. As a result, stability must play a role in the passage to infinite dimensions.
7.1. Uniqueness in the finite dimensional case. We introduce some notation. For a finite dimensional Cℓ r,s -module H we denote by A r,s+1 (H) the set of continuous paths γ : [0, 1] → B r,s+1 (H) with γ(0), γ(1) being invertible. Proof. Suppose first, we are given two paths γ 1 , γ 2 ∈ A r,s+1 (V) with the same endpoints. Then the straight line homotopy u → (1 − u)γ 1 + uγ 2 stays within A r,s+1 (V), hence µ V (γ 1 ) = µ V (γ 2 ). Thus for γ ∈ A r,s+1 (V) the value µ V (γ) depends only on the endpoints of γ. In particular, µ V (γ) = µ V (t → (1 − t)γ(0) + tγ(1)).
If h 0 (u), h 1 (u) are paths of invertible elements in B r,s+1 (V) with h 0 (0) = γ(0) and h 1 = γ(1), then H(u, t) := (1 − t)h 0 (u) + th 1 (u) is a homotopy with invertible endpoints from the straight line path from γ(0) to γ(1) to the straight line path from h 0 (1) to h 1 (1).
Together with Stability this shows that µ V (γ) depends only on the stable homotopy classes of the endpoints of the paths. Since any invertible T ∈ B r,s+1 (V) is homotopic to its phase T |T | −1 ∈ J r,s+1 (V), it suffices to consider pairs of complex structures. By Appendix A.2 we know that in each stable path component there is a standard pair as in Sec. 4.3. Hence by Normalization (and Stability) the claim follows.
Uniqueness in the fixed domain unbounded case (includes bounded case).
Here we discuss uniqueness for families in F r,s+1 (W, H). This contains the case W = H and hence the bounded case as a special case. The obvious extension to gap or Riesz continuous families is left to the reader, but see [Les05, Sec. 5] .
So fix a Cℓ r,s -Hilbert space and a skew-adjoint operator D ∈ CF r,s+1 (H) with domain W. By A r,s+1 (W, H) we denote the set of continuous paths γ : Let T ∈ F r,s+1 (W, H) be an invertible operator. Furthermore, let V be a finite dimensional Cℓ r,s+1 -module. Consider the path
Then µ W = SF r,s+2 for all admissible pairs ( W, H).
Proof. Let T • be given. Apply Lemma 6.2 and let T • be the corresponding finiterank modification of T • . By Homotopy and Path additivity we have
We look at one of the T [t j−1 ,t j ] and write again T for it and parametrize it over [0, 1]. As a result of this exercise we may now assume that there is a global spectral gap ε > 0 such that T satisfies the prerequisites of Lemma 6.3. By homotopy
where S is constant and invertible on ker E(0) and R t is finite-rank on ran E(0).
There is a slight difficulty here, as ker E(0) is only a subspace of H (resp. W). Since R 0 is also invertible on ran E(0) we put W := ran E(0) ⊕ W. Then by Stability (and Homotopy to switch the roles of the two copies of ran E(0))
By Normalization and the finite dimensional case, which has been proved, the latter equals sf r,s+2 (T • ) and we are done.
The Robbin-Salamon Theorem for KO-valued spectral flow
The axiomatic characterization of the KO-valued spectral flow in the previous section allows a short proof of our main objective. Namely we now prove the 'spectral flow = Fredholm index' result alluded to in the introduction. for all ξ ∈ W and all η ∈ H the map t → A 1 (t)ξ, η is differentiable. Furthermore, we suppose that the weak derivative A ′ (t) : W → H is bounded for each t ∈ R and that the supremum sup t∈R A ′ (t) W→H =: K < ∞ is finite. (A 2) The domain dom(A(t)) = W is independent of t and equals W. Moreover, there exist constants C 1 , C 2 > 0 such that
for all ξ ∈ W and all t ∈ R. In other words, the graph norms are uniformly equivalent to the norm · W of W. (A 3) There exists R, c > 0 such that for all t ∈ R with |t| ≥ R we have |A(t)| ≥ c·I, i.e. A(t) is invertible and uniformly bounded below. (A 1) and (A 2) are the same as in [RoSa95] , while (A 3) is slightly more general than [RoSa95, (A3)], see [KaLe13, Sec. 8] .
If A(·) satisfies (A 1)-(A 3) then we let sf r,s+2 (A(·)) be the sf r,s+2 of the path [−R, R] ∋ t → A(t). We leave the straightforward verification that this is welldefined to the reader. The condition (A 1) implies continuity as a map R → B r,s+1 (W, H). Furthermore, (A 1) can be relaxed to the assumption that A(·) is continuous and piecewise weakly continuously differentiable. This has the benefit that given A(t) a≤t≤b satisfying the finite interval analogues of (A 1)-(A 3) with A(a), A(b) invertible, the family 
Then D is an essentially skew-adjoint Fredholm operator in CF r,s+2 (L 2 (R, H⊗R 2 )) where the Clifford generators are given by, cf. Prop. 2.1,
With these normalizations we have
Remark 8.2. There are other possible normalizations of course. For example, the roles of the 2 × 2 matrices K 1 , K 2 can (up to sign) be reversed. The self-adjoint unitary
It is then not hard to see that D can be replaced by
with Clifford generators given by
Proof. For the analytic part of the theorem, the results of [RoSa95] and [KaLe13] apply. Note that we may write
Thus viewing H ⊗ R 2 as a complex Hilbert space with complex structure −I ⊗ L 1 we see that A(t) := −A(t) ⊗ L 1 is a family of self-adjoint Fredholm operators satisfying (A 1)-(A 3). Consequently, D is essentially skew-adjoint and Fredholm. Furthermore, a direct calculation shows that D is Cℓ r,s+1 -anti-linear with respect to the Clifford matrices E 1 , . . . , E r , F 1 , . . . , F s+1 given in the theorem.
It is clear that the right hand side of the claimed index formula satisfies homotopy invariance. Concatenation can either be proved directly by invoking classical methods of elliptic boundary value theory or as in [RoSa95, Prop. 4.26] where it is shown that concatenation already follows from homotopy and the easy to check constant and direct sums axioms.
It remains to check normalization which is done below.
8.3. Normalization. Let V be a finite dimensional Cℓ r,s+1 -module and consider the path f(t)F s+1 =: A(t),
where f : R → R is a continuous function with
The path A(t) is homotopic to the straight line path from F s+1 to −F s+1 in the finite dimensional Cℓ r,s+1 -module V, hence by Sec. 4.3 we have
We will need the L 2 -solutions of the ODE
on R. For x ≤ 0 we have u(x) = e −εx u(0) and for x ≥ 1 we have u(x) = e εx u(1).
In both cases the solution is square integrable if and only if ε = −1. Thus, for ε = 1 there are no L 2 -solutions and for ε = −1 there is a unique L 2 -solutionū withū(0) = 1. With regard to the consideration about L 2 -solutions we infer that the map
is an isomorphism. One immediately checks, that Φ is Cℓ r,s+1 -equivariant in the sense that Φ(E j η) = E j Φ(η), j = 1, . . . , r and Φ(F k η) = F k Φ(η), k = 1, . . . , s + 1. Thus Φ is an isomorphism of the Clifford module (V; E 1 , . . . , E r , F 1 , . . . , F s+1 ) onto the Clifford module (ker D; E 1 , . . . , E r , F 1 , . . . , F s+1 ) and thus ind r,s+2 D = [V] = sf r,s+2 (A(·)). The proof of Theorem 8.1 is complete.
Spectral flow and the Kasparov product
In this section we relate Theorem 8.1 to Kasparov's theory via the unbounded Kasparov product. In order to have both a spectral flow and a Robbin-Salamon interpretation of the index theorems provided by Kasparov's theory, we must be in a setting where we have a one-parameter path of operators. For analogous results in the complex case, see [AzWa11, vdD17, KaLe13] .
We first note a word of caution in that up until this point, we have largely ignored the gradings on Clifford algebras. However, KK-theory is intrinsically Z/2Z-graded and as such all Clifford representations that appear as part of a Kasparov module must respect the grading. We will explicitly state when we can consider representations and modules as ungraded.
Throughout this section we use the identification of K-theory with KK-theory contained in the next Lemma.
Lemma 9.1. For A a σ-unital C * -algebra, we have for s ≥ r
where the isomorphism is given by the Kasparov product with the class of the (Z/2Z-graded) spectral triple
Proof. This is a special case of [Kas80, Theorem 7, Sec. 5].
Let us first review the equivalence between paths of operators in F r,s * and Kasparov modules.
Proposition 9.2. Let {T (t)} t∈R be a norm-continuous path in F r,s+1 * with T (t) invertible for all t outside the compact set [−R, R]. Then
is a real Kasparov module where the left Cl s+1,r -representation is generated by the ele-
Proof. Because {T (t)} t∈R is a norm-continuous path of Fredholm operators invertible outside a compact set, it follows that T (·) is a well-defined operator on the C * -module H ⊗ C 0 (R). It is then a simple check that the matrix T (·) ⊗ L 1 is selfadjoint and anti-commutes (graded-commutes) with the left Clifford action. 
with Clifford generators as in Prop. 9.2.
The properties of the spectral flow listed in Remark 5.2 ensure that sf r,s+2 descends to a map sf r,s+2 : KO s+1−r (C 0 (R)) → KO s+2−r (R). We will use Theorem 8.1 to compare spectral flow of the family A(·) : R → F r,s+1 (W, H) satisfying (A 1)-(A 3) with the Kasparov product of the Kasparov module represented by Equation (9.2) with the fundamental class for R. The fundamental class [∂ x ] ∈ KKO(C 0 (R) ⊗ Cℓ 1,0 , R) of the real line is represented by the unbounded Kasparov module
where Λ * R ≃ R 2 , f = 0 −1 1 0 and the representation of Cℓ 1,0 is generated by e = 0 1 1 0 . 
where we identify B(Λ * R 2 ) ≃ Cℓ 2,2 and the Clifford generators of the left action are {I ⊗ e 1 , I ⊗ e 2 , F 1 ⊗ f 1 , . . . , F s ⊗ f 1 , E 1 ⊗ f 1 , . . . , E r ⊗ f 1 }. Applying the isomorphism φ : KKO(Cℓ s+2,r , R) → KO s+2−r (R) to the product yields
Proof. To take the (unbounded) Kasparov product, we first take d :
) the trivial connection. Then making the identification
We can similarly identify Λ * R ⊗ Λ * R ≃ Λ * R 2 and so our product Hilbert space is L 2 (R, H) ⊗ Λ * R 2 . Putting together our Clifford actions, the results in [KaLe13] ensure that the triple
is an unbounded representative of the product
We now relate our product spectral triple to a KO-theory class. We first identify Λ * R 2 ≃ R 4 and take the following generators of a Cl 2,2 -representation: .
We see that T + is a skew-adjoint unbounded Fredholm operator on L 2 (R, H) ⊕2 anti-commuting with an ungraded left Cℓ r,s+1 -action with generating elements {E 1 ⊗ K 1 , . . . , E r ⊗ K 1 , F 1 ⊗ K 1 , . . . , F s ⊗ K 1 , I ⊗ L 1 }. We can now apply the isomorphism φ : KKO(Cℓ s+2,r , R) → KO s+2−r (R) which is given by φ (Cℓ s+2,r , L 2 (R, H) ⊕4 , T ) = ind r,s+2 (T + ) ∈ A r,s+2 ≃ KO s+2−r (R).
Therefore, we find that (K 1 − K 2 ), cf. Remark 8.2, which will reverse the orientation of Cℓ 2,0 and sends the class in KO s+2−r (R) to its inverse.
The minus sign relating the Kasparov product to the KO-valued spectral flow is common in such index formulas. In the case that r = s and r − s = 1, SF r,s+2 has range Z/2Z and so this minus sign can be ignored.
Appendix A. Some classical homotopy equivalences
In this appendix we will explicitly describe a few useful homotopy equivalences most of which are reformulations of results due to Atiyah and Singer [AtSi69] . We will use freely the notation introduced in Sec. 2.1.
Strictly speaking, [AtSi69] cover "only" the case of Cℓ 0,k symmetry. Note, however, that due to the isomorphisms Eq. (2.6)-Eq. (2.9) one has the following: if X r,s denotes any of the spaces F r,s+1 , Ω r,s , . . . etc. then X r+1,s+1 is naturally homeomorphic to X r,s . Also, in a standard Hilbert space, X r+8,s , X r,s+8 are homeomorphic to X r,s and the homeomorphism is compatible with all the homotopy equivalences stated below. 12 Therefore, we just summarize the results. The easy (but tedious) details are left to the reader. Proof. As in [AtSi69] one concludes that Ω r,s ֒→ Ω r,s → x ∈ J r,s (Q(H))
x − π(F s ) Q < 2 is a fibration. In view of Prop. 3.2 the base is contractible, whence the claim. This means that each T ∈ F r,s+1 * can be path connected to an operator T V of the normal form Eq. (2.24). We note that Φ Ψ (±F s+1 ) = Φ r,s+1 (±F s+1 ) = F s so that Φ Ψ , Φ r,s+1 sends paths from F s+1 to −F s+1 in F r,s+1 * , FO r,s+1 * to loops in Ω r,s with base point F s . As a corollary we obtain the characterization of the connected components of Ω r,s+1 : ) is isomorphic to the homotopy classes of paths in FO r,s+1 * from F s+1 to −F s+1 . For T = F s+2 ⊕ 0, H = H 0 ⊕ V we first compute α t (T ) of Theorem A.3: on H 0 we have α t (F s+2 ) = cos(πt)F s+1 + sin(πt)F s+2 while on V we have α t (0) = cos(πt)F s+1 .
Finally, the map Φ r,s+1 of Theorem A.4 maps the homotopy classes of paths in FO r,s+1 * from F s+1 to −F s+1 to π 1 (Ω r,s , F s ). On H 0 we have Φ r,s+1 α t (F s+2 ) = −F s e παt(F s+2 Fs) ≡ F s since α t (F s+1 ) anti-commutes with F s , is skew and has square −1.
On V we have Φ r,s+1 (α t (0)) = −F s e π cos(πt)F s+1 Fs , 0 ≤ t ≤ 1. As cos(πt) runs from 1 to −1 this path is homotopic to −F s e π(1−2t)F s+1 Fs = F s e −2πtF s+1 Fs , 0 ≤ t ≤ 1, completing the proof.
A.2. Stable homotopy in the finite dimensional case. Up to this point the results of this Appendix A are proved by finite dimensional approximation. This means that they do have finite dimensional analogues. Here, the infinite multiplicity assumption built-in to the notion of a standard Cℓ r,s -Hilbert space needs to be replaced by looking at stable homotopy groups.
We will need the stable analogues of Cor. A.5 and Theorem A.6. The statements can be extracted from [AtSi69] . However, they can also be found in Milnor's book [Mil63, Sec. 24] .
For a finite dimensional Cℓ r,s -module V one has Ω r,s (V) = Ω r,s (V) =: Ω r,s (V). If V ֒→ W is an inclusion of finite dimensional Cℓ r,s -modules then there is an obvious inclusion Ω r,s (V) → Ω r,s (W) by sending J → J ⊕ F s V ⊥ . Maps f, g : X → Ω r,s (V) are said to be stably homotopic if they become homotopic after embedding into Ω r,s (W) for a sufficiently high dimensional Cℓ r,s -module W ⊃ V. In this way one obtains stable homotopy sets/groups π S 0 (Ω r,s (V)), π S 1 (Ω r,s (V)). 
